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33. Naninfula dupuisii Steurbaut (1990) 

 

    
Pl. 2, figs 1-3 

Scale bar represents 5 μm. Roubaix Clay Member, nanno-zone III. Fig. 1-3: Naninfula dupuisii n. sp. side view; 

nanno-zone IIIa1, upper part NP11. 1. Ooigem borehole (83E-407), 35.50m depth; paratype. 2. Kallo 

borehole {27E-148), 310.80m depth; paratype. 3. Ooigem borehole (83E-407), 38.50m depth; paratype. 

 

     

   
Pl. 4, figs 1-4 

Scale bar represents 5 μm. Mons-en-Pévèle Sand Member. Fig. 1-4: Naninfula dupuisii n. sp. Mol borehole (31W-

237); nanno-zone IIIa1, NP11; side views. 1. 394.70m depth, paratype; 2. 388.50m depth, paratype; 3. 

388.50m depth, holotype; 4. 388.50m depth, paratype. 

 

Holotype: Pl. 4, fig. 3 (negatives, Lab. voor Paleontologie, R.U. Gent, Belgium). 

Locus typicus: Mal borehole (31W-237), Belgium (x= 198.350, y=211.750); 388.50m depth. 

Stratum typicum: Ieper Formation, Mons-enPévèle Sand Member; nanno-zone IIIa1, upper 

part NP11. 

Age: Ypresian. 

Paratypes: Pl. 2, figs 1-3; Pl. 4, figs 1, 2 and 4 (negatives, Lab. voor Paleontologie, R.U. Gent, 

Belgium). 

Derivatio nominis: In honour of Dr. C. DUPUIS (Mons, Belgium), co-editor of the special 

volume on the Ypresian of the Belgian Basin. 
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Diagnosis: Small, hat-shaped, gently tapering nannolith consisting of a single basal plate, a 

rather high collar and a conical process composed of helicoidally arranged, lath-like 

elements. 

Description: Naninfula dupuisii is a rather small, hat-shaped, gently tapering nannolith. The 

single basal plate is rather wide, subcircular and may consist of more than one cycle 

of elements (difficult to evaluate with Light Microscope techniques!). The central 

process has a conical outline and seems to be composed of helicoidally arranged lath-

like elements, which in cross-polarised light form a tapering helicoidal structure (see 

Pl. 2, Figs 2 and 3). Central process and base are connected through a rather high, 

distinct collar, which seems to consist of two concentric cycles of elements (see PL 2, 

Fig. 3 and PL 4, Fig. 3). Viewed in cross-polarised light with a gypsum plate inserted 

in the light-beam (1 A), these forms show typical coloured sectors which can best be 

observed in non-standard orientation (= central axis of nannolith making an angle with 

the polarisation directions). In these orientations the central process shows an uniform 

colour (bleu or yellow, depending on the orientation) whereas the collar and the 

external part of the basal plate have the same colour, opposite to that of the central 

process. 

Dimensions: Height: 6 to 7 µm; width: 4 to 4.50µm (holotype: H=7 µm; W=4.50µm). 

Remarks: Naninfula dupuisii differs from the type species Naninfula deflandrei by its more 

elongated outline. A more detailed comparative analysis cannot be given as no S.E.M. 

micrographs of N. dupuisii are available at the moment. N. dupuisii can be 

distinguished from the other Ypresian form Naninfula sp. (Pl. 3, fig. 22) by its more 

elongated outline. 

Distribution: Only known from outcrops (Bossuit Canal Section, Mons-en-Pévèle 

stratotype) and boreholes (see Tables 1, 2, 4 and 5) in the Ypresian of the Belgian Basin; 

restricted to nannozone IIIa1, upper part of NP 11. 
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